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Figure 1. Generative Detailed Neural Avatars. We propose a method to generate 1) a diverse set of 3D virtual humans of 2) varied
identity, gender and shapes, appearing in 3) different clothing styles and poses, with 4) realistic and stochastic details such as wrinkles in
garments. Our multi-subject method learns shape, articulation and clothing details from few posed scans without requiring skinning weight
supervision. The method is able to synthesize novel identities that are not in the training set and generalizes to unseen poses.

Abstract
To make 3D human avatars widely available, we must be
able to generate a variety of 3D virtual humans with varied
identities and shapes in arbitrary poses. This task is challenging due to the diversity of clothed body shapes, their
complex articulations, and the resulting rich, yet stochastic geometric detail in clothing. Hence, current methods
that represent 3D people do not provide a full generative
model of people in clothing. In this paper, we propose a
novel method that learns to generate detailed 3D shapes of
people in a variety of garments with corresponding skinning weights. Specifically, we devise a multi-subject forward skinning module that is learned from only a few posed,
un-rigged scans per subject. To capture the stochastic nature of high-frequency details in garments, we leverage an
adversarial loss formulation that encourages the model to
capture the underlying statistics. We provide empirical evidence that this leads to realistic generation of local details
such as wrinkles. We show that our model is able to generate natural human avatars wearing diverse and detailed
clothing. Furthermore, we show that our method can be
used on the task of fitting human models to raw scans, outperforming the previous state-of-the-art.

1. Introduction
The ability to easily create diverse high-quality virtual
humans with full control over their pose has many applications in movie production, games, VR/AR, architecture, and
computer vision. While modern computer graphics techniques achieve photorealism, they typically require a lot of
expertise and extensive manual effort. Our goal is to make
3D human avatars widely accessible by learning a generative model of people. Towards this goal, we propose the
first method that can generate 1) diverse 3D virtual humans
with 2) various identities and shapes, appearing in 3) different clothing styles and poses, with 4) realistic and stochastic
high-frequency details such as wrinkles in garments.
Generative modeling of 3D rigid objects has recently
seen rapid progress, fueled by continuous and resolutionindependent neural 3D representations [13, 40, 43, 48, 54].
However, modeling clothed humans and their articulation is
more difficult due to the complex interaction of garments,
their topology, and pose-driven deformations. Recent work
leverages neural implicit surfaces to learn high-quality articulated avatars for a single subject [12, 15, 52, 58] but
these methods are not generative, i.e. they cannot synthesize novel human identities and shapes. Generative models of clothing exist that augment SMPL by predicting displacements from the body mesh (CAPE [36]), or by drap-

ing an implicit garment representation on a T-posed body
(SMPLicit [14]), and relying on SMPL’s learned skinning
for reposing. We show empirically that holistic modeling
of identity, shape, articulation and clothing leads to higher
fidelity generation and animation of virtual humans and to
higher accuracy in fitting to 3D scans.
Taking a step towards fully generative modeling of
detailed neural avatars, we propose gDNA, a method that
synthesizes 3D surfaces of novel human shapes, with control over the clothing style and pose, and that produces realistic high-frequency details of the garments. To leverage
raw (posed) 3D scans, we build a multi-subject implicit generative representation. We build upon SNARF [12], a recent
method for learning single-subject articulation-dependent
effects that has been shown to generalize well to unseen
poses. SNARF [12] requires many poses of a single subject for training. In contrast, our multi-subject method can
be learned from very few posed scans (1-3) of many different subjects. This is achieved via the addition of a latent
space for the conditional generation of shape and skinning
weights for clothed humans. Furthermore, a learned warping field yields accurate deformations, using the same skinning field, independent of body size.
Clothing wrinkles are produced by an underlying
stochastic process. To capture these effects, we propose
a method that learns the underlying statistics of 3D clothing details via an adversarial loss. Previous mesh-based
approaches formulate this in UV-space [28], which is not
directly applicable to implicit surfaces due to the lack of
mesh connectivity. To learn high-frequency details, we first
predict a 3D normal field, conditioned on the coarse shape
features. To backpropagate the adversarial loss to the 3D
normal field we establish 3D-2D correspondences by augmenting forward skinning with an implicit surface renderer.
We show that adversarial training leads to significantly improved fidelity of 3D geometric details, see Fig. 9.
Trained from posed scans only, we demonstrate the first
method that can generate a large variety of 3D clothed human shapes with detailed wrinkles under pose control. The
generated samples can be reposed via the learned skinning
weights. We evaluate gDNA quantitatively, qualitatively,
and through a perceptual study; gDNA strongly outperforms baselines. Furthermore, we show that gDNA can be
used for fitting and re-animation of 3D scans, outperforming the state of the art (SOTA). In summary, we contribute:
• The first method to generate a large variety of animatable 3D human shapes in detailed garments; that
• learns from raw posed 3D scans without requiring
canonical shapes, detailed surface registration, or manually defined skinning weights, and
• a technique to significantly improve the geometric detail in clothing deformation, based on recovering the
underlying statistics of cloth deformation.

2. Related Work
2D and 3D Generative Models: Most modern methods
for synthesizing natural images leverage generative adversarial networks (GANs) [18] or variational auto-encoders
(VAEs) [27]. These methods have achieved a high level of
photorealism [24–26] and can yield impressive results on
the task of synthesizing 2D images of humans [4, 11, 19, 29,
34,53]. However, such methods reason in 2D and hence 3D
consistency cannot be guaranteed [11,29,34] nor is extracting 3D geometry from such approaches straightforward.
Several methods for the task of learning rigid 3D shapes
exist. Early methods rely on voxel [61] or point cloud [3]
representations. More recently, several methods represent
object shapes by learning an implicit function using neural networks [13, 40, 48]. Such representations have also
been proposed for the task of generative modeling of 3D
shapes [10, 13, 16, 40, 42, 43, 48, 54]. However, these methods are typically not easily extended to non-rigid clothed
humans. In this paper, we study the problem of 3D implicit
generative modeling of non-rigid human shape.
3D Human Models: Parametric 3D human body models [7, 23, 33, 46, 64] can synthesize 3D human shapes from
a set of low-dimensional control parameters by deforming a
template mesh. This idea has also been extended to model
clothed humans [5, 36]. However, geometric expressivity
is limited due to the fixed mesh topology and the bounded
resolution of the template mesh.
To overcome the topology and resolution limitations of
meshes, other representations, including point clouds [35,
37,65], implicit surfaces [12,47,52,55,58,60], and radiance
fields [32, 45, 49, 56, 63], have been explored. In particular, neural implicit surface representations have emerged as
a powerful tool to model 3D (clothed) human shapes [6,
15, 17, 20, 21, 30, 41, 50, 51, 62, 66, 67] due to their topological flexibility and resolution independence. Recent
work [12, 52, 58] uses implicit surfaces to learn human
avatars for a single subject, wearing a specific garment.
These methods model clothing details such as wrinkles as
a deterministic function of the body poses. However, due to
hysteresis and complex material properties, garment folds
and wrinkles are stochastic and existing methods struggle
to capture these effects. In contrast, we propose a multisubject generative model of 3D humans that provides separate control over poses, garments and can synthesize realistic geometric details.
CAPE [36] and SMPLicit [14] are generative models of
clothing only, based on meshes and implicit surfaces respectively. Both methods are purely additive, that is they
drape an implicit garment over the SMPL body [14] or predict the displacement parameters of a SMPL+D template
mesh [36]. We experimentally show that this leads to lower
fidelity in generated samples and higher error when fitting
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Figure 2. Method Overview. We represent clothed humans using coarse shapes and detailed normals in a pose- and body-size-independent
canonical space. This canonical representation can then be deformed to target body poses and sizes via a multi-subject forward skinning
module. The deformed shapes are compared to raw posed scans via a 3D reconstruction loss to learn canonical shapes and skinning. To
improve surface details, we augment the forward skinning module with an implicit surface renderer to generate 2D normal maps and learn
detailed 3D normal fields by applying a 2D adversarial loss formulation.

to 3D scans. NPMs [47] provide a latent space of multiple
subjects for fitting to RGB-D depth maps or 3D scans.
A common problem of all aforementioned approaches
is the specific training data requirements these models
impose: They either require synthetic data in canonical
space [14, 47], or precise registration of a template mesh
to posed scans [36, 47]. The former are rare and suffer from
a domain gap, while the latter is challenging to attain. Our
method overcomes this issue by requiring only a few training samples of each subject in posed space. We show that
our method learns complex shape and clothing details and
models realistic deformation even from such limited data.
Adversarial Training of Clothing Details: Adversarial
loss formulations have been used to learn detailed cloth
wrinkles by optimizing 2D representations such as UV normal maps [28] or depth images [59]. It is noteworthy that
implicit surfaces lack a notion of connectivity and therefore,
incorporating 2D representations that have been designed to
augment explicitly parametrized meshes is not straightforward. In contrast, we propose a formulation that leverages
a 2D adversarial loss computed with posed images to optimize a 3D implicit representation in canonical space. Finally, our focus is the generation of human shapes appearing
in varied clothing styles and diverse identities while previous methods focus on reconstruction [59] or single garment
pose-dependent wrinkle enhancement [28].

3. Method
Our goal is to build a model that generates diverse 3D
clothed humans with varying identities and fine-grained geometric details in arbitrary poses. Our model is learned
from a sparse set of static scans without assuming surface
correspondences. Our method is summarized Fig. 2.
First, we formulate a pose- and body-size-independent
canonical representation of clothed human shapes (Section 3.1). Second, to learn the canonical shape and defor-

mation properties from very few posed scans of each of the
subjects, we extend a single-subject differentiable forward
skinning method [12] to multiple subjects via a latent space
of shape, articulation and garment (Section 3.2). Finally,
to learn rich yet stochastic geometric details, we learn a detailed 3D normal field via a 2D adversarial loss formulation.
To achieve this, we augment the forward skinning module
with an implicit surface renderer (Section 3.3). Training details are discussed in Section 3.4.

3.1. Canonical Representation
Our method is based on neural implicit representations,
leveraging their topological flexibility and resolution independence. We model the clothed human shape and geometric clothing details jointly.
Coarse Shape: We model the shape in canonical space as
the τ = 0.5 level set of a neural occupancy function:
S(zshape ) = {x | O(x, zshape ) = τ },

(1)

where O is a neural network that predicts the occupancy
probability o for any 3D point x in canonical space. The
prediction is conditioned on a shape code zshape ∈ RLshape :
O : R3 × RLshape → [0, 1] × RLf

(2)

(x, zshape ) 7→ (o, f )
This occupancy network also outputs a feature vector f of
dimension Lf for each surface point. This feature carries
coarse shape information and is used to predict fine details.
We combine a 3D CNN-based feature generator and
a locally conditioned MLP to model O. A 3D stylebased [25, 42] generator, illustrated in Fig. 3 first produces
a 3D feature volume conditioned on zshape via adaptive instance normalization [22]. The final occupancy is obtained
via trilinear sampling of the feature volume and by feeding
the feature and the 3D coordinate into an MLP.
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Figure 3. Canonical Implicit Model. Given latent codes zshape
and zdetail , this module predicts the occupancy probability o and
the normals n for 3D points in canonical space. To predict o, a 3D
style-based generator first produces a 3D feature volume conditioned on zshape . The final occupancy of a 3D point is obtained via
trilinear sampling of the feature volume and by feeding the feature
and the 3D coordinate into an MLP. To predict normals n, we use
an MLP conditioned on feature f and latent code zdetail .

Detailed Surface Normals: Learning an occupancy field
for multiple subjects and garment types with accurate and
detailed normals is challenging and we empirically show
that a naı̈ve implementation leads to artifacts on the surface (cf. Fig. 9). Analogous to normal mapping for polygon meshes [8, 28], we model surface details via normals
in canonical 3D space. Such surface normals can be represented by the gradient of the implicit function, but this
results in considerable computational complexity. Therefore, we use an MLP to predict surface normals similar
to [58]. However, because implicit surfaces have no notion
of connectivity, we propose a geometry-aware approach to
link coarse geometry and the detailed normal field. More
specifically, we condition the surface normal prediction on
the underlying shape, leveraging the feature f from the occupancy network. We further condition the field on a latent
zdetail ∈ RLdetail to enable generation of controllable details
for the same coarse shape:
N : R3 × RLdetail × RLf → R3

(3)

(x, zdetail , f ) 7→ n

3.2. Multi-Subject Forward Skinning
We additionally model the deformation properties and
define the body size (β) and pose (θ) parameters to be consistent with SMPL, enabling use of existing datasets (e.g.
AMASS [38]) for animation. The body size parameter β
is a 10-dimensional vector, and the body pose parameter θ
represents the joint angles of SMPL’s skeleton.
Single-Subject Skinned Representation: To animate implicit human shapes in controllable body poses θ, recent
work [12, 41, 52, 58] generalizes mesh-based linear blend
skinning algorithms to neural implicit surfaces. The skeletal deformation of each 3D point is modeled as the weighted
average of a set of bone transformations, with weights at
each point predicted by an MLP. A key difference is whether
this skinning weight field is defined in canonical space or in

Figure 4. Multi-subject Forward Skinning. This module deforms the canonical occupancy and normal field to the target pose
θ and size β by establishing correspondences from posed space x0
to canonical space x∗ . First, given a deformed point x0 , we find its
correspondence in resized canonical space x̂∗ by iteratively finding the root of (9). Subsequently, we map x̂∗ to x∗ in size-neutral
canonical space using the warping field.

posed space. We follow Chen et al. [12] who define the
skinning field in canonical space:
W : R 3 → R nb

(4)

x 7→ w,
where nb denotes the number of bones and the weights
w = {w1 , . . . , wP
nb } of each point x are enforced to satisfy wi ≥ 0 and i wi = 1 by a softmax activation function. As shown in [12], defining the skinning weights field
in canonical space is desirable because the skinning weights
are then pose-independent, thus easier to learn and enabling
generalization to out-of-distribution poses.
Multi-Subject Skinned Representation: We extend this
forward skinning idea to multiple subjects. Since the skinning weight field is defined in canonical space, the model
can aggregate information over multiple training instances.
Importantly, this enables us to learn skinning from one or
a few poses of multiple subjects, instead of requiring many
poses of the same subject.
To achieve this, we decouple the effects originating from
the body size variation β and the clothed human shape
zshape . We model the skinning field in a body-size-neutral
space, analogously to the canonical surface representations.
To capture diverse clothed human shapes, we condition the
field on the latent shape code zshape :
W : R3 × RLshape → Rnb

(5)

(x, zshape ) 7→ w
We then model body size change with an additional
warping field. Given a point x̂ in β-size space, the warping field maps it back to the mean size by predicting its
canonical correspondence x (see Fig. 4):
M : R3 × RL β → R3
(x̂, β) 7→ x

(6)

In this formulation, β captures body shape variations analogously to SMPL, e.g. body height. Therefore, the canonical shape network only needs to model the remaining shape
variations beyond SMPL, e.g. clothing and hair, controlled
by zshape . The final resized canonical surface is defined by:
Ŝ(zshape , β) = {x̂ | O(M(x̂, β), zshape ) = τ }

(7)

Given the target body pose θ, a point x̂ in β-size space is
transformed to posed space x0 via
x0 = d(x, β, θ, zshape )
Pnb
Wi (M(x̂, β), zshape ) · B i (β, θ) · x̂,
= i=1

(8)

where B i (β, θ) are the bone transformation matrices obtained from the parametric skeleton of SMPL.
Implicit Differentiable Forward Skinning: While our
model learns a canonical representation, its supervision is
provided in posed space. Given a point x0 in posed space we
need to determine its correspondence in canonical space x
to compare the predicted occupancy and normals to groundtruth. We first find the correspondence x̂∗ of x0 in resized
canonical space and then map x̂∗ to canonical space x∗ .
An overview is provided in Fig. 4. While the goal is to
determine x0 7→ x̂, we only have direct access to the inverse mapping defined by forward skinning Eq. (8), which
is not invertible. Following [12], we determine the correspondence numerically by finding the root of the equation:
d(x̂, β, θ, zshape ) − x0 = 0,

(9)

using Broyden’s method [9]. Subsequently, the canonical
correspondence x∗ is given by:
x∗ = M(x̂∗ , β)

(10)

We can now determine the occupancy at x0 as o0 =
O(x∗ , zshape ) and the normal n0 as
Pnb
n0 = ( i=1
Wi (x∗ , zshape ) · Ri )−T N (x∗ , f , zdetail ) (11)
where Ri denotes the rotational component of B i .
For convenient future reference, we define the occupancy
field O0 and normal function N 0 in posed space as:
O0 : (x0 , zshape , β, θ) 7→ o0 , f

(12)

N 0 : (x0 , zdetail , f , β, θ) 7→ n0

(13)

3.3. Implicit Surface Rendering
Geometric clothing details are challenging to learn due
to their stochastic nature. In 2D image generation tasks,
GANs have achieved impressive results on learning high fidelity local textures. We propose to learn better geometric
details N using an adversarial loss. Towards this goal, we

augment the forward skinning module with an implicit renderer to establish direct correspondences between 2D projections of 3D points in posed space and corresponding 3D
points in canonical space, enabling end-to-end training.
Implicit Rendering with Skinning: Given a pixel p in the
2D posed normal map, its correspondence in deformed 3D
space x0 can be determined by the intersection between the
ray through p and the forward skinned surface:
O0 (x0 , zshape , β, θ) = τ, with x0 = rc + t · rd

(14)

where rd and rc denote the ray direction and origin, and t
is the scalar distance along the ray. Following [44], we determine the intersection point x0 by finding the first change
of occupancy O0 along the ray using the Secant method.
We also obtain the canonical correspondence point x of p
via forward skinning. Solving the 3D canonical correspondence for each pixel, yields the 2D normal map I:
Ip = N 0 (x0 , zdetail , f , β, θ)

(15)

3.4. Training
We train our method via a set of posed scans and their
corresponding SMPL parameters θ, β. We follow the autodecoding framework of [48], and assign one shape code
zshape and one details code zdetail to each training sample.
These are initialized to be zero and optimized jointly with
the network weights. To enable sampling, we fit a Gaussian
distribution to the latent codes after training.
We split training into two stages: We first train the coarse
shape, skinning, and warping networks and then train the
normal network. This two-stage training is essential. Otherwise, the normal supervision will be back-propagated to
wrong locations in canonical space due to wrong correspondences before training of shape and skinning converges.
For the first stage, we use the binary cross entropy loss
LBCE between predicted occupancy O0 (x0 , zshape , β, θ) and
ground-truth ogt . Following [12], we add auxiliary losses
Lbone and Ljoint to guide learning during early iterations:
Lbone = BCE(O(xbone , zshape ), 1)
Ljoint = kw(xjoint , zshape ) −

wjoint, target k22

(16)
(17)

where xbone are randomly sampled points on canonical
bones, xjoint are randomly sampled canonical joints, and
wjoint, target is a vector that is 0.5 for the neighboring bones
and 0 elsewhere (for details see Sup. Mat.). To ensure that
the warping field changes body size consistently, we enforce
the warping field to warp SMPL vertices v(β) to the corresponding location in neutral shape v(β 0 ):
Lwarp = kM(v(β), β) − v(β 0 )k22

(18)

Finally, we regularize the latent code to be close to the origin of the latent space via Lreg,shape = kzshape k22 .

Figure 5. Clothed Human Generation. We show randomly sampled clothed human shapes generated by our method. Top: generated
canonical shapes with detailed normals and skinning weights. Bottom: generated shapes reposed (2 poses each). Shapes are visualized as
normal maps to highlight the detailed geometry synthesized by our method. For shaded results, see other figures, e.g. Fig. 1.

The normal prediction network is trained subsequently.
Here we penalize differences between the predicted and GT
normal n0gt for randomly sampled surface points:
T

Lnorm = 1 − n0gt · N 0 (x0 , zdetail , f , β, θ)

(19)

In addition, we apply non-saturating adversarial losses [18]
Ladv = − log(1 + exp(D(I))) with R1 gradient penalty
[39] on the predicted 2D normal maps I and the real normal
maps rendered from the posed scans Ireal . D is a jointly
trained discriminator (see Sup. Mat. for details). We further
regularize zdetail with Lreg,detail = kzshape k22 .

3.5. Inference
We generate human avatars by randomly sampling
zshape and zdetail from the estimated Gaussian distribution.
We then extract meshes in resized canonical space using
MISE [40] from the implicit representation Ŝ(zshape , β) and
predict the vertex normal with our normal field. Finally, we
pose the meshes to desired poses θ following Eq. (8).

4. Experiments
Our main goal is to generate 3D human avatars. Since we
are the first to tackle this problem setting, we compare our
method to carefully designed ablative baselines, enabling
analysis of each component of our method. We also evaluate the expressiveness of our model by fitting it to unseen
scans and compare the accuracy to SOTA 3D human shape
modeling methods. We outline the evaluation protocols in
the following and refer the readers to Sup. Mat. for details.

Metrics:
Fréchet Inception Distance (FID): To evaluate generation
quality, we compute FID between 2D normal maps of training scans and those of randomly generated 3D shapes.
User Preference: We conduct a perceptual study among
44 subjects and report how often participants preferred a
particular method over ours.
Surface Distance: To evaluate fitting accuracy, we measure
the one-directional Chamfer distance between predicted
surfaces and the target scans, following SMPLicit [14].
Baselines:
NPMs [47]: NPMs learn the latent space of human shapes
and deformation from ground-truth canonical shapes and
vertex displacements, obtained from synthetic 3D animations [31] and real scans with registered surfaces [36].
SMPLicit [14]: SMPLicit learns a generative model of 3D
garments, and drapes these over the SMPL T-pose. This
model is trained with a collection of 3D synthetic garments.

4.1. Quality of Generated Samples
Random Generation of Canonical Shapes: We show random samples generated by our method in Fig. 5 (top).
While trained with posed scans only, our method learns
plausible canonical shapes with surface details.

3D Scans: We train our model on commercial scans [1, 2].

Disentangled Pose and Shape: The generated shapes can
be reposed as desired, even to poses far beyond the training
pose distribution (cf. Fig. 5 bottom and Fig. 1).

SIZER: Following [14], we use the SIZER dataset [57] to
evaluate fitting. This dataset contains 3D scans of humans
in 21 garments, including shirts, T-shirts, coats and pants.

Interpolation: Interpolating the shape and details codes,
yields smooth transitions of shapes and details between two
very different samples, as shown in Fig. 6.

Datasets:

Figure 6. Interpolation. We interpolate the pose and shape code and the detail code between the leftmost and rightmost sample.

4.2. Ablation Study
We now ablate our design choices. The results are summarized in Tab. 1 and Fig. 9.

Figure 7. Disentangled Generation of Shape and Details. We
generate samples with the same coarse shape and different detail
codes. Note that the details appear noticeably different from each
other while all match the underlying coarse shape.
Generation

Latent Space NN

Pose Space NN

Figure 8. Nearest Training Samples. Note that the pose and
clothing of the generated shape is noticeably different from that of
the nearest training sample.

Disentangled Shape and Details: Our disentangled formulation allows us to generate diverse clothing details for
the same coarse shape. Fig. 7 shows results with the same
coarse shape zshape but different details codes zdetail . While
the coarse shape remains the same, gDNA generates varied
plausible wrinkles that match the underlying coarse shape.
Extrapolation Beyond Training Distribution: To further
illustrate generalization, we show the training samples with
the most similar pose and latent code to the generated sample in Fig. 8. The nearest neighbors are noticeably different
from our generation, demonstrating that our method generalizes and is able to generate novel shapes in novel poses.

Canonical Space Modeling: We verify the necessity to
model shapes in canonical space and joint learning of skinning weights. Towards this goal, we implement a baseline
that generates posed shapes directly given the latent code
and the body pose as input. As shown in Fig. 9 (first row),
the individual samples lack details as the baseline must capture a large shape space caused by the pose change. Since
the method does not reason about articulation, the sampled
shapes suffer from invalid pose configurations, leading to
high FID values as shown in Tab. 1 (Pose ONet).
Adversarial Learning: The adversarial loss plays an important role in improving the perceptual realism of the generated samples, as evidenced by the FID improvement from
Detailed Normal (w/o Adversarial) to Ours in Tab. 1. The
normals estimated directly from the occupancy field suffer
from artifacts on the surface (Fig. 9 (second row)). Training
without adversary leads to overly smooth geometry (Fig. 9
(third row)), as the reconstruction loss induces a bias that
averages out details. In contrast, our method produces realistic high-frequency details (Fig. 9 (bottom)). Notably, in
21.3% of the cases, users consider our generated shapes to
be even more realistic than real scans.

4.3. Comparison with SOTA on Model Fitting
While our main goal is to generate clothed human
shapes, our model can be fit to raw observations, just like
existing 3D parametric human or clothing models. We consider two recent SOTA methods, i.e. NPMs [47] and SMPLicit [14]. We follow SMPLicit [14] and fit ours and the
baselines to scans from the SIZER dataset.
Accuracy: While not designed for fitting, our method
achieves better accuracy than previous special purpose
methods, as demonstrated in Tab. 2. Our method captures
the person identity and clothing shapes more faithfully than
NPMs and SMPLicit, and our results exhibit more details
such as wrinkles (Fig. 10 top). Since the model is trained
directly from posed scans, disentangling pose and shape, it
learns about real clothing details and can reproduce them.

Method

FID↓

User Preference↑

Pose ONet
Coarse Shape
Detailed Normal (w/o Adv.)
Ours

43.80
29.34
42.18
11.54

8.11%
26.1%
15.4%
–

Ground-truth Scans

N/A

78.7%

Table 1. Ablation Study. We report FID and user preference. The
user preference score indicates how often participants of our user
study preferred a particular method over ours.

Method
SMPLicit [14]
NPMs [47]
Ours

N/A
0.0156
0.0134

0.0240
0.0215
0.0123

SMPLicit

NPMs

Fitting

Ours

Ours

Detailed Normal
(w/o Adversarial)

Reposing

Pose ONet

Scan-to-Pred ↓

Table 2. Fitting Comparison. We report the distance between the
target scan and 3D shapes fit by SOTA methods and ours. Pred-toScan metric does not apply to multi-layer surfaces from SMPLicit.

Target

Coarse Shape

Pred-to-Scan ↓

Figure 9. Generation Comparison. We show random samples
from ablative baselines and our method. Without adversarial loss,
the generated shapes appear either bumpy (Coarse Shape) or oversmooth (Detailed Normal w/o Adv.).

Reposing Scans: During fitting we also recover skinning
weights. This enables reposing of the shape as demonstrated in Fig. 10 bottom.

5. Conclusion
We propose gDNA, a generative model of 3D clothed
humans that can produce a large variety of clothed people
with detailed wrinkles and explicit pose control. Using implicit multi-subject forward skinning enables learning from
only a few posed scans per subject. To model the stochastic details of garments, we exploit a 2D adversarial loss to
update a 3D normal field. We demonstrate that gDNA can
be used in various applications such as animation and 3D
fitting, outperforming state-of-the-art methods.

Figure 10. Fitting and Reposing. We compare model fitting results on the SIZER dataset with SMPLicit [14] and NPMs [47].
We also show the fitted shapes reposed into target poses. As NPMs
do not allow specifying target pose, random poses are shown.

Limitations: Learning loose clothing (e.g. skirts) from deformed observations remains challenging due to the topology ambiguity and the large pose-dependent non-linear
cloth deformation. Please refer to Sup. Mat. for more discussions about limitations and societal impact.
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